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About This Game

ABOUT:
What can be said about this game?

This project was created vtechenii year.
Certain descriptions will not be here, because you have to understand the game and learn from morality. It would be hard to

find, but if you hearken, you will realize that the author wanted to convey.
DESCRIPTION:

This game does not need a description.
You do need to understand what is going on and understand morality.

- Beautiful graphics
- Mysterious storyline
- Incredible puzzles
- Incredible music

- Deep and crafted world
Atmospheric platformer with pixel graphics and pleasant music.

The first episode of "Unexpected Day - god`s savior".
In this episode you get into your dream and are supposed to save God, who is thrown into prison and being drained out of his

endless might by Witch and its henchman to make slaves out from extraterrestrial creatures and send them into our world... But
its not that easy. You`ll have to pass through various challenges to save God. In the end you won`t stay unrewarded!

This is a game for those, who are sick of dynamic action shooters and other fps games. This is a game for those, who wants to
get a break from the hustle and bustle.
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Title: Unexpected Day
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Black Whale Studios
Publisher:
Blue Whale Games
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2017
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Bought it with a 90% discount so I paid 0.10€. If I'm lucky I will recover some of my money with my trading cards. Ok, Cons
and Pros:
Cons:
-1.6 GB of RAM just from the start.
-Crashes everytime.
-Bad controls.
-No menu to know the keys you have to use (or rebinding).
Pros:
-Trading Cards.
-Brings me back to those 2001 ♥♥♥♥♥♥ flash games but without annoying ads.
-Gives you a reason to write a review.
-Forces you to think a 4th reason.

So 4 pros, 4 cons, that's quite a balanced game right there!. Doesn't even load. its great game considering you cant even play
graphics are good to be fair tho. pretty good game. For garbage cards
Crashes immediately
"Author" raises the related bots. I think its safe to say that this developer has no plans on fixing The Issue. I agree with the
others who ask why even have this game listed for sale. Its not my P.C. or drivers on my end, it is the programmers lack of
skill... It is what it is man. To be fair though STEAM plays a large part in this because this past year has seen a swarm of
developers selling crap that doesnt run or they actually have Trading Cards for a brief moment before there is no more business
relationship with STEAM. Cards that people bought become worthless but what does STEAM care as they got their piece of the
pie. Can't even get the cards for this game as THE GAME DOESNT
START!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. I had an unexpected day once. When I woke one
morning to find a giant buttplug up my♥♥♥♥♥♥and a huge black♥♥♥♥♥♥♥glued to my forehead.

Also there was what could only be a described as a dwarf hooker next to me about to snort a line off my♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

In the corner of the room was an obese naked man with huge feathers sticking out of his♥♥♥♥♥♥br>with a very
small♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

But worse of all was my PE teacher from high school about to drop his♥♥♥♥♥♥onto the black♥♥♥♥♥♥♥on my forehead.

This was a very unexpected day and far better than the day in this♥♥♥♥♥♥game.. i hate this game
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I did not use this game to farm trading cards.. crashes every 10 seconds. Got quite far in this pixelized weird game, game
crashed, had to restart all over again.
This game is pure horrible.. Unexpected Day is a game that I can't recommend because:
- it's not worth the money
- there are lots of bugs
- the controls are horrible
- it is boring
- the graphics are terrible
- the menu soundtrack plays only once
- it crashes all the time
- devs think that esc button is only used to summon taskmanager that is used to kill the application
- you can't rebind the keys
- it has big grammar problems
- this game is for the trading cards only
- instructions are non existant.
- it is a mystery why this game is even on steam
- don't buy. if gotten for free don't even download.. Game does not launch.. Wow.... this game really Unexpected
That crash yo, Cant even get into the game lol
I keep launch the game over and over again until it reach 5mins playtime so i can leave a review.... dont be like me. Runtime
error

Construct encountered an error in the display engine. Please report this problem to the application developer.

Failed to create texture (0x8007000e)

That's your entire game. You can farm trading cards if you don't click the crashbox away, but no actually booting the game
possible. WTF Steam?. Unexpected Day - what to expect:
a) is named "Application 1" on taskbar,
b) main menu music (which is all music) plays only once,
c) alt-tabbing makes it crash,
d) ESC does nothing,
e) has no sound,
f) takes over 1,6 GB of RAM... and it's just on start,
g) Steam Overlay also makes it crash,
h) you can 'spam' Enter key, when changing location (using "Enter) to prevent going there...
i) no basic options, like rebinding keys,
j) poor English.

At least Dev sells it for only 1 euro. Not that much of cashgrab, but game offers almost nothing, except some 'visual' story
("visual" cause it's pixelated), where you need explain it to yourself.

PS: I almost never do that, but here's gameplay video: https://youtu.be/5x2i3kKIub4. I know it was cheap and saw it had bad
review but like hm maybe this game is good but I was really dissapointed. They have bad text. not really good explaination on
things. Even the mechanics so I do not recommend this game. I feel sad that the developer added cards early instead of focusing
on the game. And my score

Gameplay 1/10
Graphics 3/10
Sounds 2/10
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